
Leading public sector fund transforms 
due diligence with DD360
Financial markets provider boosts productivity with CENTRL solution for


collecting, managing, and reporting on ODD for scores of managers

As a leading investment management organization, this public sector fund conducts due


diligence & monitoring of hundreds of investment managers globally. To meet contractual 

and regulatory reporting obligations, the fund is required to report annually, quarterly, 

monthly, and sometimes weekly on their investment products. With over 70 investment 

managers who often oversee multiple strategies, each needing its own data collection,


organization and management, the process required near constant attention from their 

operations team.



The operations team had the manual burden of  chasing investment managers with email 

follow-ups, tracking responses via spreadsheets, double and triple checking information for 

accuracy and taking screenshots from multiple systems to unify data. “The process was very 

manual, clunky and time consuming”, said the team lead in the Investment Control Division 

at the fund. “We would send an email to Manager A one day, to Manager B the next, and so 

on and they would all respond on different schedules. Often, key information would be 

omitted and we would have to chase again. This process could continue for the better part 

of a year. We’d start collecting items in Q2 and wouldn’t be finalized until January, every 

year.”



The process became even more arduous when it came to audits. They would have to 

scramble to collect the required information, including taking screenshots from disparate 

systems, amassing email trails, and the like.



The team initially tried to develop tools internally to address these challenges. However, 

these solutions never took hold, because they were either not a good fit for the purpose or 

they did not achieve the efficiencies that they so desired.



They needed a better way, and they found it in CENTRL’s DD360.


Business Challenge

“

SUCCESS STORY

The software is intuitive and quite easy-to-use. We’ve been very 
happy with the technology, the process, and the CENTRL team. 
They are very cooperative and focused on helping us achieve what 
we want to get out of the system.  

Team Lead, Investment Control, Leading Public Sector Fund

INDUSTRY

Financial Services, Investment 

Management

COMPANY SIZE

Manages over $100 billion in assets and 

employs more than 200 employees in


the investment management industry.

SOLUTION

Due Diligence Platform, DD360, by 

CENTRL

BUSINESS BENEFITS

Reduced time and costs by 
automating inefficient manual 
reporting process

Improved quality by reducing 
the possibility for errors and 
adding clear visibility into 
status and completeness 
throughout the process

Increased efficiency and 
effectiveness by unifying 
their data collection, review 
and analysis process in the 
cloud with an easily accessible 
and secure interface, updated 
in real-time.

LEADING PUBLIC 
SECTOR FUND



Head of Due Diligence, 
Leading Public Sector Fund

““Now, it’s all there on the 
system, we can see where 
everything is and where it 
is in the process… 
Massive difference. 
Process is far smoother.  
It saves our team a 
couple of months each 
year now. And, is 
reducing the time it takes 
us to do our weekly, 
monthly, quarterly, and 
annual reporting activities 
by 50%.”
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The fund selected the Due Diligence Platform, DD360, by CENTRL. The platform specifically 

outperformed in the following areas

 DDQ creation, workflow, scoring, tracking, and automation capabilitie

 Seamless ability to communicate to managers and partners on strategies, with a push of a 

button, through assignments, comments, and related collaboration functionalit

 Easy-to-use, simple, and intuitive interface and functionality to engage both business and 

technical user

 Advanced data extraction, auditing, and records management capabilitie

 Outstanding facilities for supporting, managing and controlling data integration processe

 Enterprise-grade Data Governance and Application Security



The fund now uses DD360 to manage its data collection, management and reporting 

requirements for operational due diligence on hundreds of funds and strategies of investment


managers.



The process of getting up-and-running on the system went very quickly. Being a SaaS provider, 

the environment was immediately available, and a sandbox and UAT environment were provided 

to ensure the solution met their needs. Within 48 hours after initial setup, the fund went live into 

production with 60+ assessments right out of the gate. Throughout the process, the CENTRL 

team was very available, hands-on and helpful to ensure their success.



“We’ve been very happy with the technology, the process, and the CENTRL team,” shared the 

team lead. “They are very cooperative and focused on helping us achieve what we want to get


out of the system. The software is intuitive and quite easy-to-use and the investment managers 

have embraced the platform, they no longer have to keep a separate tracking of what they have 

and haven’t sent. It’s been a very positive experience. The team lead continued: “it’s definitely 

easier to use than a CRM tool or other software in the market.”

The introduction of the tool has shortened the teams  reporting processes significantly. At the same time, it makes it easy for them to 

give status updates for those who need to know where things stand.



“Now, it’s all there on the system, we can see where everything is and its status in the process flow... it is a massive improvement, 

saving our team a couple of months each year now. It reduces the time it takes us to do our weekly, monthly, quarterly, and annual 

reporting activities by 50% or more” recounted the head of ODD at the fund.



Furthermore, the team leverages the advanced extraction and auditing capabilities to stay compliant with regulators who audit the 

organization on a continuous basis. When the auditors come in they are now able to seamlessly pull down a report on required 

processes in a matter of minutes.


THE SOLUTION

The team lead at the fund concluded “DD360 is a great data collection tool that can be made as manual or automated as needed.  

The solution is great for auditing any records from managers, and managing DDQs or any type of correspondence from a 3rd party.”



The fund is formulating new ways to deploy DD360 to solve other organization challenges, and scale the platform further.  

One thing is for sure, they are not going back.


Going Forward
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